Newton made mistake in thermodynamic law
Newton was a very smart man. Many good idea was come from him. Unfortunately one mistake
was maked by him. Second law of thermodynamic is wrong. I have many discussion with my
grandson Eddy (who is physic student) about this topic. This writing is to convince him final time
how thermodynamic law is not true. Second law of thermodynamic according to wikipedia1 1 is
“The second law of thermodynamics states that the total entropy can never

decrease over time for an isolated system, that is, a system in which neither
energy nor matter can enter nor leave. The total entropy can remain constant
in ideal cases where the system is in a steady state (equilibrium), or is
undergoing a reversible process. In all other real cases, the total entropy
always increases and the process is irreversible. ” I will use the conclusion of
entropy of the system can never decrease over time to show this is not a true law. There are many
example of this. I will explain 3 which will be sufficient to proof my point. Number 1: Big bang
contradict thermodynamic law number two. The energy required to make an explosion as big as big
bang is very large. Large energy means large entropy. After big bang the energy spread across
universe and since the energy is spread out it means less entropy. How can it be less entropy over
time in the closed isolated system of the universe? This must mean the second thermodynamic is
wrong. Second example: Evolution. More entropy means more chaos. It is a known fact that
evolution implies more structure. More complex human beings are possible because of the structure
of DNA is more organized. This implies less chaos and as hence is less entropy. But human body is
an isolated system. DNA cannot be changed, maybe in the future but now it cannot. So this means
less entropy which means second law is wrong. Final example: It is known that Newton was an
amateur alchemist. He construct gold from iron bars. Gold according to wikipedia 2 has atom
number 79. This means atom of gold has 79 neutron. Iron according to wikipedial 3 has atom number
26. This means atom of iron has 26 neutron. If iron turn into gold many of free floating neutron get
attached to atom of iron. This means neutron is more structured and balance. This means chaos is
smaller and this means second law is wrong. I hope this article proof once and for all (especially my
grandson Eddy) that Newton was wrong. I do not mean to insult Newton legacy. He still had many
good theory and is genius because he turn iron into gold. Without Newton there could never be
great secret society that use secret formulat to make us more richer.
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